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Hannu Latva-Rasku
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At Industryhack Hannu has work on sales and consulting roles guiding and 
helping procurement unit to make public procurement of innovation by 
implementing Industryhack’s innovation contest process. Hannu is a 
accomplished expert in different kinds of negotiative procurement methods and 
innovation partnerships. Hannu has developed Industryhack’s innovation contest 
model to fit in public sector’s need and made it conform to all the demands of 
procurement law. In practice Hannu has in close cooperation with our customers 
completed seven innovation partnerships. Result have been successful and 
customers have taken innovation partnership procedure into wider use.

Hannu got in to public procurement when working on supplier side and has a lot to 
tell about how professional public sector bidders evaluate calls to bid. If you want 
to hear more about innovative procurement you could tempt him with good food 
or perhaps with a round of golf.
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Hannun ansioita
➔ Procurement expert in 

seven innovation 
partnerships

➔ Speaker in EU seminar for 
innovative procurement 
network (iBuy, P2P) 
(Portugal, 2019)



Key Numbers from Industryhack Challenges (by May 2020)

1380
Teams have applied 

to our Challenges 

532
Number of concepts built 

in the Challenges

95
Proof of concept projects 

done

43
Solutions continued after 

proof of concept*

* These numbers have been confirmed by August 2019. These numbers may 
increase after future follow-ups on the latest challenges.

Total 72 Challenges hosted by

Airbus
Business Finland 
Caruna
City of Helsinki 
City of Tampere 
DENSO
Fastems
Fazer
Fingrid 
Finnsementti 
FinTech Global Inc. 
Fiskars
Fortum
Gasum
Helen
Hiab

K-Group 
KEHA-keskus 
Kemira
KONE
Konecranes 
Lassila & Tikanoja 
LeinoCast 
Lemminkäinen
Maanmittauslaitos 
MacGregor 
Mandatum Life 
Martela 
Metsähallitus 
Nokia
OKM 
Ponsse

Rolls-Royce 
Siemens 
Snellman Pro 
Stara
Stora Enso 
TallinkSilja 
UPM
Valio
Veho
VTT
YIT
Yleisradio 
Yliopiston Apteekki 
Åland Government
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OUR MISSION

We help people solve
big challenges together.
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Innovation =
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“shall denote the implementation in business practices, 
workplace organisation or external relations of a new or 

significantly improved product, service or process, or a new 
marketing or organisational method”

Finnish Procurement Law



Innovation =
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For the industry in question or for the need in question,
a new and before unused product, service or process,

that by using it value or benefits are created, 
that cannot be reached with the usual means.

-Industryhack



Innovation =
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For the industry in question or for the need in question,
a new and before unused product, service or process,

that by using it value or benefits are created, 
that cannot be reached with the usual means.

-Industryhack



A. Procurement that defines the objectives in a way that 
invites innovation

B. Procurement process and contracts that invite 
innovation

C. Procurement of an innovation product or service
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Public Procurement of Innovation (PPI) =



Discussion 1: When should/shouldn’t you use public 
procurement of innovation? 
FOR:

● VALUE/SIZE OF THE PROCUREMENT
● TIME TABLE
● RESOURCES
● MARKET SITUATION
● RISK TOLERANCE
● CHALLENGE/OPPORTUNITY
● ORGANIZATIONS INTERNAL CONSENSUS
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AGAINST:
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Innovative procurement vocabulary
Problem, need, challenge Answer, solution, opportunity

Solution
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Innovative procurement vocabulary
Problem, need, challenge Answer, solution, opportunity

Solution Solution / need
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Innovative procurement vocabulary
Problem, need, challenge Answer, solution, opportunity

Solution Solution / need Need



Innovaatiokumppanuuden kulku
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This is Snow Problem

Environmentally more friendly and more efficient

 methods for snow handling in Helsinki 

STARA
Helsinki, department of city environment
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Five key competences for PPI

Competences needed in the procurement team for successful public procurement of 
innovation:

1. Organisational decision making
2. Facilitation of the negotiations (co-creation)
3. Substance expertice
4. Procurement expertise
5. Understanding the big picture
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1. Organisational decision making

Typical situations to check:

➔ Authorization, who can make decisions and sign contracts
➔ Preparing decisions and contract, how are they prepared and by whow
➔ Involving the signee and reserving his time
➔ Publishing decisions, how and by whom

➔ GOAL: reserve time for cooperation not for bureaucracy tiivis and make 
progress predictable

➔ BENEFIT: best and most interesting buyer draws out the best suppliers
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DropOut Stop
Reducing dropout rate in vocational schools

by activating and involving students more 

Ammattiopisto Spesia
Keskuspuiston ammattiopisto

Mercuria Kauppiaitten Kauppaoppilaitos
Omnia

Oppimis- ja ohjauskeskus Valteri



2. Co-creation (Facilitating negotiations)

Co-creation is a goal-oriented and prejudice free way of working, which emphasizes learning together. 
Trust between participants, equality and open interaction are its cornerstones.

Co-creation is grounded in carefully defined challenge or opportunity identified beforehand, acting as the 
reason for coming together to create something new. In addition to good facilitation and fair rules of 
engagement, successful co-creation requires commitment and activeness, and an open mind for 
learning and new approaches. 

➔ Goal-oriented
➔ Equal and prejudice free
➔ New or improved solutions
➔ Facilitated to methods help to reach right goals
➔ Neutral side can help in brokering trust
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Safe and Sound

Securely reaching and evacuating visitors moving 
in high catastrophe risk areas 

City of Sendai (Japan)
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3. Substance expertice

➔ What is state of things now?
➔ What would be an improvement and what would not?
➔ What has been tried before?
➔ What experiment were discontinued or why they failed?
➔ What conditions or limits are there? Can these be challenged?
➔ How is the work done in practice?
➔ Who are the key people and stakeholders?
➔ Who is the end customer and how can we get them involved?

➔ GOAL: To bring organizations best knowledge to co-create with best people 
from supplier side.

➔ BENEFIT: Solutions actually meet the needs of the end user
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Effortless Obligations

Ease the administrative burden of micro companies by 
providing them means to participate in digitalization of 

financial management.

Verohallinto
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Finnish Tax Administration - Effortless Obligations

Goal was to ease the administrative burden of 
micro companies by providing them means to 
participate in digitalization of financial 
management.

To make sure this digitalization progress doesn’t 
hinder these smallest businesses and look for 
ways how this digitalization could help them.

Innovation contest co-created solutions with five 
companies and progressed to piloting with two 
separate solution. 

Tax Administration has stated that it is primarily 
looking for solution that can be developed, taken 
into use and maintained for four years with 500 
000€. 

“Our cooperation with Industryhack has shown 
that responsible and professional innovative 
procurement can be done remotely. I strongly 
recommend use current situation to develop 
your organization and to open-mindedly solve 
your challenges together with other 
organizations and their experts.” 
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4. Procurement expertise

➔ Partially overlaps with decision making
➔ Criteria
➔ Procurement IT systems
➔ Procurement law
➔ Knowledge of organization’s existing contract models, general practices and 

requirements
➔ Other general procurement expertise

➔ GOAL: To run a smooth procurement process where other experts can 
concentrate on their own job

➔ GOAL: Maximize the benefits gained from the procurement
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“Hiking Compass”

How to improve customer interaction 
and utilize data with digital service 

platform for hiking areas?

Metsähallitus



Example: Bidder suitability criteria
Teams versatile expertise can be shown; deep and relevant knowledge in the following (Max 10p): 

a) Software development (0-2p)
b) Service design (0-2p)
c) Knowledge of Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) (0-2p)
d) Project Management (0-2p)
e) Innovation expertise (0-2p)

Education, references, work experience.

Up to three team members. One point if one person has particular expertise. Two points if two.

…...
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4. Understanding the big picture

➔ Breaks silos, translator, messenger

➔ Buyer <-> Bidders
➔ Innovation, technology, business
➔ Co-creation or cooperation
➔ Procurement law and guidelines
➔ Contract
➔ Challenge and industry

➔ GOAL: Get people and organizations involved, consider different needs and 
promote cooperation
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Case-example: National Land Survey of Finland

➔ Procurement expert, with long experience from 
supplier management

➔ Owner of the development project, also top 
expert in her own field

➔ Another top expert in the field

➔ Owner of the larger program under which the 
solution was looked for as a judge

➔ Project Coordinator, who took care of the 
practical arrangements
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➔ NLS information security guidelines and NDA

➔ End users (municipalities) representatives as 
mentors and judges

➔ Industryhack’s innovation partnership 
contract model and criteria

➔ Industryhack training and support for each 
role

➔ Industryhack support for development phase 
as steering group
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Address fix up

How to upgrade the quality of 
municipal address database 

in Finland?

National Land Survey of Finland



Build partner network

Set 
visions

New
business

Improved 
operations

We believe in challenge-driven innovation
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Productize 
and scale 
solutions 

Experimentation through 
challenge contests

Identify 
challenges

Teams apply 
with a 

solution idea 
or an 

approach to 
solve the 
challenge

 Solution 
concepts are 
co-created

Proof of 
concepts are 

built

Challenge 1

Challenge 3

Challenge 2



Innovaation Partnership on a timeline

PRODUCTION & 
UPKEEPDEVELOPMENTR&D-PHASEPoC-PHASE

CONTRACT 
NEGOTI-
ATIONS

R&D-PHASEPoC-PHASE 2PoC-PHASE

PoC-PHASE

CHOOSE
PARTNERS

CO-CREATE 
SOLUTION
CONSEPTS

LOOKING FOR
PARTICIPANTS

DEFINE
NEED

STRATEGY 
& VISION
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Other side of the equation
How can we encourage bidder to participate when planning the procurement?
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What discourages bidders from participating?

➔ Lack of knowledge

➔ Lacking or unconvincing resources for 
taking the procurement to successful end

➔ Having to carry the risks alone

◆ Immaterial rights (IPR)
◆ Must succeed

➔ Developing a solution from 
non-negotiable feature list

➔ Unreasonable or “wrong” requirements
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What encourages bidders to participate?

➔ Recognized and well defined need

➔ Clearly communicated intent to complete the 
procurement and possibility for active 
partnership with the buyer

➔ Fair and open rules including

◆ Participant selection
◆ Immaterial rights
◆ Just rationel behind desicions
◆ Fair compensation
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Stories behind procurement

Zoneatlas

➔ Won a contract with Metsähallitus

➔ IPRs allowed them to productize 
solution developed

➔ Grow to compete for much bigger 
clients

➔ Visibility
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Stories behind procurement
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Waterix

➔ Won a contract with Stara

➔ Allowed the to develop new use case 
for existing technology

➔ Continued multi-year partnership 
wtih Stara and City of Helsinki



Revisit discussion 1: When should/shouldn’t you use public 
procurement of innovation? 
FOR:
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AGAINST:



Discussion 1: When should/shouldn’t you use public 
procurement of innovation? 
FOR:

REASONABLE VALUE VERY BIG OR SMALL

GET RESULT FAST

NO OWN RESOURCES

MARKET SITUATION KNOWN

RISK TOLERANCE
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AGAINST:

MUST SUCCEED

BIG CHALLENGE/OPPORTUNITY

LACKING INTERNAL CONSENSUS



Thank you for listening

Steps of success

➔ Start doing!
➔ Get help or find partners
➔ Learn from experience and improve
➔ Share your knowledge

◆ Especially mistakes

Questions?

For more information, contact

Hannu Latva-Rasku
Procurement Preacher, Partner

+358 503 413 532
hannu@industryhack.com
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